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Accelerate Your Research
State-of-the-Art
Software For
LA-ICP-MS

HDIP® is a premiere, state-of-the-art data processing solution for LA-ICP-MS on
Teledyne Photon Machines laser systems. It offers everything a lab needs to
complete any laser ablation project and drastically reduces the time spent on data
processing and analysis. The commercial license includes 5-year professional
support and updates, to ensure that HDIP provides the best value to our customers.

HDIP can generate fully calibrated multi-mega-pixel elemental/isotopic image maps and
can produce images from any combination of laser pattern, with omnidirectional support,
as well as arbitrary shapes of the ablation zone, using one of 5 advanced image
reconstruction algorithms. With the advanced image analysis tools of HDIP, you can
interrogate the elemental distribution in multi-mega-pixel images with hundreds of mass
channels and gain deep insights in relational patterns between sub-domains in your multiphase image. Automated segmentation and image feature recognition allow to dissect the
image and extract particles, boundary mixing layers, cells, inclusions, anatomical regions,
layered chronological records, or metallic contaminations.
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Packed With Stunning Features & Powerful Tools

Accurate
And
Reliable

Whether you are interested in ultra-trace levels or major levels, HDIP offers a solution for a
semi/fully quantitative elemental characterization for any matrix. Dedicated QA/QC and data
correction tools within HDIP ensure high data quality and reliability can be maintained during
the data reduction process. The combination of multi-calibrant drift-corrected calibration
curves, internal standardization, 100% oxide normalization, complete error propagation and
limit of detection calculations within HDIP allow for complex experiment designs. Automated
batch processing and export enables routine analysis of 1000's of samples.
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